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First Student Senate Candidates Forum Held
for Elections on November 10, 11 and 12
by Denise Graham Zahn
editor
In true American style the platform, tables and podium were decked out in red,
white and blue for the first annual Student Senate Candidates Forum held in the Hall of
Governors on Thursday, October 23.
Six candidates are running for the II available positions. Write-ins will also be
accepted during the elections, which will be held November I 0-12. Five of the six
candidates running for office participated in the two forums. held at times convenient
for students coming to class. The participating candidates were Frances Bradley, Walter
Henne. Dominick Ku z \ara. M tt Lake nd Paul tovall. ot participating, but running or election, was LeRoy chmidt
The forum was sponsored by Student Life (which purchased piua and pop for
attendants) the Student Senate and The INNOVATOR. Though attendance was small,
the audience was attentive and participated by asking the candidates pertinent questions regarding issues that affected them. Frances Bradley, president of the Student
Senate, explained briefly to the audience what Student Senate and Student Senators
do. The audience had already indicated that virtually no one, except those in or running for office, knew the function of Student Senators.
"The Student Senate is one of three governing boards," said Bradley. The other
two are the Faculty Senate and the Civil Service boards. The Student Senate, said
Bradley, "is the voice of the students. We senators listen to the needs of fellow students and give voice to that in appropriate places." There are 85 positions that can be
held by students on campus, she said, from the financial aid advisory committee, policy
monitoring, Student Communications Media Board and student conduct committee to
the Student Life Budget Board. Students, said Bradley, don't need to be a senator to
make a difference. They can participate by joining one ofthose 85 committees. Through
them "you have a voice."
The candidates randomly selected a question from several questions given to them
in advance of the forum. The overriding theme of the candidates was the desire to be
a voice for the students at GSU. Each gave a particular reason for making the commitment to run, but all agreed that the decision came from a desire to facilitate direction.
(See pages 14 and 15 for individual candidate questions and brief bio.)
Present at the forum, in addition to the Student Senate president and vice president,
were two significant student representatives to higher education boards. Mechelene
Kelly, the student representative to the lllinois Board of Higher Education, wanted
students to clearly understand that decisions are made in their behalf- whether they
know what those issues are or not. That makes participation very important, she said.
In addition, Kelly pointed out that GSU's President Paula Wolff is a very high profile
president and that it is in the students' best interest to show the legislature that we have
an interest in what goes on, that we are not frivolous.
Anna Stange, the student representative to the Board of Trustees, said "I really
want to tell you that when students speak up, it impacts the university. Your voice
really has an impact on what goes on here." She said that students need to make their
voices known to the people who run the university. "It's our university, and we want
it to do what we want it to do," she concluded. Vote and get involved, Stange urged.
The forum was viewed as a success by all participants, but the key will be when votes

~~-----.,-

Student Senate President Frances Bradley address audience at First Annual
Student Senate Candidates Forum
are tallied after the election on November I 0, II and 12. Students are encouraged to
express their interest by voting for candidates on the ballot or for write-in candidates.

•

a ary 1s he issue in resolving dispute
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
"The issue is salary," said Marsha Katz, president of University Professionals of
Illinois (UPI). "The state (of lllinois) appropriated three percent in the budget for base
salaries."
Katz stated," Paula Wolff, president of Governors State University, said the State of
lllinois appropriated three percent, and that is all that we should have and there should
be no reallocation. But the IBHE is saying that there should be an re-allocation."
Tobin Barrozo, provost, heads the negotiation committee for administration. James

Holzhauer, attorney for administration in the negotiations, also participates with the
committee that consists of Ginger Ostro, budget director; Timothy Arr, Business Office
manager; Jennifer Blaeser, Labor Relations co-ordinator for Human Resources; Lee
Zaborowski, dean and Roger Oden, dean.
"We have met once with the whole team," stated Katz, and we have met two or three
times with the lawyer." At the beginning of the negotiations, Holzhauer kept canceling
appointments. "He's very busy," said Katz. "He was working on negotiations for the
continued on page 6
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The Chinese Single
Children: Relations
with Society, School
Performance and
Family Environment

The
reader's
always
write

by Ying Liang
Library Staff
Last summer, my whole family
and I went back to China to have a
visit. It has been nine years since we left China. It was very
interesting that when our nine year-old child heard that we were
going to China, he was extremely happy. He was not familiar with
another side of the world at all. Although he was born in China, he
is growing up here.
There have been many changes since I left there. But that family
planning policy of "one couple, one child" has not been changed
since it came out nationally in the late 1970s. According to present
Chinese national statistics, the number of single children has grown
to 70 million in the whole country. It has brought about many
changes in relations with school perfonnance, society, and family.
One day when my child and I were visiting my nephew's
elementary school, we saw more than 55 children in his class. In
American schools, there are usually no more than 20 children in one
class. In Chinese schools, one teacher is usually in charge of a class.
This head instructor often teaches one major course, such as Chinese
language or mathematics; he or she also takes care of the various
political, social, administrative, and daily affairs and activities of the
class. The head teacher usually instructs the same group of children
over several years; thus, he or she is very familiar with the students.
Since my child was on vacation, he could take a whole day to
play super Nintendo, watch TV, and play sports. He always has a lot
of fun everyday, even at school in America. But when we were in
China, my chi ld experienced what the Chinese children were doing
at school. The scores of academic achievement were in the fonn of a
percentage; a scale score of 60 is usually considered the cut-off
between a pass and a failure . My child noticed that all the students
study hard and can get scores higher than 90 in math or reading - a
lot more competition than he has at his school.
Writing Chinese is the most difficult part for foreigners because
the Chinese words are not constructed from an alphabet. The
learners have to remember all the patterns and rules. In Chinese
societies, the family is highly valued. Parental wannth and acceptance may have cross-culturally universal influences on children ' s
adaptive and maladaptive development. Positive parenting and a
desirable family environment can protect the child who experiences
social and academic difficulties in the school from maladaptive
development. I asked one of the sixth grade teachers at that school
where we visited what school-related factors are associated with
depressed affect in Chinese single children? She replied that as
single children experienced increasing difficulties and frustration in
social and academic areas in the school, they were likely to become
depressed. Also, peer acceptance and rejection, leadership, receiving
honors and academic achievement were significantly correlated with
depression. After visiting the Chinese school, I realized that Chinese
children have higher incidences of depression than their American
counterparts.
When I visited my relatives and friends, all had one child
families. When I began my talk with them, the topic always focused
on their children first. They usually take the special traditional
culture of the country into consideration. Most parents of the first
generation of single children, as with so many other parents in
China, suffered a lot physically and mentally when they were forced
to enter mainstream society during the "cultural revolution" ( 196676). Their experiences made them impart extra protection and love
to their descendants, and a number of"little emperors" and "little
empresses" were pampered and spoiled.
I had a lot of talk with my friends and relatives about their
children. Most of those parents were forced to go to the countryside
to work in the fields during the "cultural revolution" when they
should have been learning something more substantial in school.
They wanted their offspring to receive the best education possible.
Admission to a university was the only way to fulfill this hope, and
they, as parents, believed that only through top scores on school
exams could their children ensure good jobs and decent incomes.
They told me that their only child is in college with many other
single ch1ldren who are well versed in literature but fail to make a
living. Several parents go to the college to see their children once a
week. They help their children organize their bedrooms, wash their
clothes, and even shop for them. They could find excuses by saying
that their children are too busy to have time to do their chores.
One of my friends told me several stories about her son's college,
where several students have to share one bedroom with other
students who are also single children in their families. The problems
Continued on page 6

Letter to the editor
Through the years, one of
my pleasures has been coming
upon the free flowing patterns
and subtle hues that comprises
much of GSU's campus. Jo
Shaw and her grounds-keeping crew do a great job maintaining the prairie land that encompasses more acres than is
generally known.
The small grouping of
bulbs, peeking up here and
there, serves as a harbinger of
spring and testifies to the endurance of nature more than
any massed plantings in a mall.
The casually arranged flowers
in the planters by the front entrance, with their bright blues
and pinks, seem to whisper
"MAYBE, just maybe, we'll
enjoy an Indian Summer like
those past
It was with these feelings
that I recently read the
INNOVATOR's head line
"Trespasser chopping down
trees on property adjacent the
GSU campus" with anger and
wondered: "How could he be
so selfish?" As I continued
reading, l became a are that
"he" was "Mr. Beaver" in the
process of caring for his family (one with two parents and
a number of children they
could adequately care for) preparing their shelter for the up. coming colder weather. Unfortunately, I haven't always
had such conscientious neighbors.
One question still remained: "Why did he leave
the almost ' felled' tree as it
was?" A simple answer would
be that he was interrupted in
his work, but I choose to believe that it stands as a testament to his sense of responsibility.
In the past, autumn was the
beginning of the "lay-in" period. The garden's surplus
was canned or dried; hay was
stored; firewood was cut;
heavier c lothes and qui lts
(many of which had been
made du ring the wi nter
months) were brought down
from the attic. Maybe Mr. Beaver was thinking of the times
when heavy rains or melting
snows washed away some of
his home leaving his family
open to the elements and
predators. The partially felled
tree would require only a few
well placed chomps to shore
up any damage. Thus, secure
in his home with a food supply nearby, Mr. And Mrs.
Beaver, with the little Beavers,
could live out the winter and
count their blessings in having found a haven in an area
not that unlike or known to
their ancestors.
Janet Gale Rohdenburg
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Stuff you should know
Internships available
Georgetown University

VOTE
Student
Senate
Elections
are November
10, 11 and 12. All
registered students
are eligible to vote.
Your vote counts.
Your voice counts.
Learn about careers
in riminal u tice
at the Criminal
Justice Awareness
Day
The public is invited to attend
Criminal Justice Awareness Day
at Governors St<Jte University on
Wednesday, November 12, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Hall of
Governors.
This free event, hosted by
GSU's Criminal Justice Student
Organization and sponsored by
GSU, the University Park Police
Department and the South Suburban Association of Chiefs of Police will offer information about
criminal justice related careers.
Representatives from federal,
state and local law enforcement
agencies, as well as social service
agencies, court and correctional
agencies and the armed services
will be on hand to discuss career
opportunities.
For more information on this
event, contact Jacqueline Klosak,
a criminal justice professor at
GSU, at (708) 534-4577.

Fall outing for Alpha
Upsilon A lpha on
Nov. 13
The annual Fall outing for Alpha
Upsilon Alpha (The International
Reading Honor Society) will be held
at the Chicago Dough Company on
Thursday, November 13,at5:00p.m.
Chicago Dough is located on the south
sideofSauk Trail in Richton Park just
east of the IC tracks. All members
areac>kedtobringareadingtiporstrategy. Allgraduatereadingstudentsare
invited, too.

Dr. David Ainsworth
appointed interim Director of Communications
Services Department
Dr. David Ainsworth of
Flossmoor has been appointed
interim director of the Communications Services Department at
Governors State University.
Ainsworth, originally from
Lancashire, England, which is in
the northern part of the country,
came to the United States in 1966
"for the (California) weather," he
said. Ainsworth obtained his doctorate in 1970 from the University of Southern California and
was working at University of
California-Los Angeles (UCLA)
on a health instruction research
project before coming to GSU in
1972.
"I came to GSU because it
was progressive," he said. Back
then GSU operated out of "the
warehouse," and Ainsworth remembers it as a wonderful place
to work.
Regarding the appointment as
interim director Ainsworth said,
"I welcome the opportunity to
make things happen. We're exploring new technology, particularly the Internet. It's an exciting
time to be here. We have a good
staff and provide good support for
the university. It's kind of a thrill
to come to work every day.
"The Communications Services Department's chief mission
for students, said Ainsworth, is to
provide alternative instructional
options by producing television
courses which they can take at
their convenience. They are curContinued on page 5

The Fund for American
Studies is recruiting student
leaders from colleges and universities to participate in its
1998 summer Institutes at
Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C. Undergraduate students will gain
critical work experience
through internships in public
policy, politics, business, journalism or international affairs
and will earn credits through
course work at prestigious
Georgetown University. The
final application deadline is
March 15, 1998.
There is no minimum
GPA requirement, and students who have been active on
campus are encouraged to apply. Scholarships are available to each of The Fund's
three seven-week programs:
the Engalitcheff Institute on
Comparative Political and
Economic Systems, the Institute on Political Journalism,
and the Bryce HarJo\\ Institute
on Business and Government
Affairs.
Each of the Institutes includes internships throughout
the city, courses at
Georgetown University
taught by top notch faculty,
and unique opportunities to
meet and talk with national
and international leaders at
site briefings, lectures and
evening dialogues.
For brochures and applications, students should contact
The Fund for American Studies at I (800) 741-6964 or visit
the
web
site
at
www.dcinternships.org.

Indian cultural
celebration to
be held at GSU
A cultural celebration
called the Indian Festival of
Lights will be held at GSU on
Thursday, Nov. 6, from 8 a.m.
to 9:30 p.m. Indian artifacts
will be on display all day in the
Hall of Governors and volunteers will explain their significance.
The movie "Gandhi" will
be shown in the Hall of Governors from noon to 4 p.m. It
will be followed by a symposium on Mahatma Gandhi's
life and legacy. Discussions
will be held on his nonviolent
approach to liberate India from
British colonial rule and the
relevance ofhis philosophy for
the third millennium.
A "Taste of India," featuring authentic Indian cuisine,
will be held in the Hall of Honors from 6 to 7 p.m. It will be
followed by the lamp lighting
ceremony, chanting, folk and
traditional music and dance in
the Center for Performing
Arts. The program ends at
9:30p.m.
For more information on this
free event sponsored by GSU's
Student Life Division, Student
Affairs and ervices and the
India Community Center of
Park Forest, call Dr. Jagdish
Dave' at (708) 534-4903 or for
general information call (708)
534-4550.

Student News

Earn credit in Spain
this summer
A new course will be offered
at Governors State University in the
Spring.'Summer 1998 trimester.
The course, titled Cultural Diversity in Spain, will be worth three to
six credit hours. The course involves seven classroom sessions
one night per week in May and June
in preparation for the studies
abroad. The trip itself is 16 days.
Goals of the course include
study and exploration of Spain,
gaining an understanding of the
culture and traditions of various
regions, experiencing the land and
people and developing oral skills in
Spanish. Students will visit three
regions in Spain: Castile, Catalunya
and Andalusia. They will study
Moslem, Jewish and Christian religions in Spain and learn about the
art, architecture, music, foods, pastimes, sports, and customs in Spain.
A maximum of35 participants will
be accepted, so those interested are
encouraged to reserve a spot soon.
Cost for the 16 day trip is $2,580
plus the cost of credit. ifbeing taken
to earn credit hours. For more information, contact Dick Burd at
(708) 534-7271.

Mercer attends meeting
Lubertha Mercer, a second
year occupational therapy student
in the GSU, MOT Program, was
the student representative at the
lllinois Occupational Therapy
Association's Board of Directors
meeting on September 30. Mercer participated in the Reimbursement Committee.

Scholarships awarded
Four new GSU students were
awarded Latino Achievement Scholarships, providing full tuition for four
trimesters at GSU. The students are
Maria Cruz of Chicago Heights, a
business major; Vemoica Espinoza of
Chicago Heights, an education major;
Araceli Jimenez of Blue Island, majoring in management information
systems and Connie Terrel of Coal
City, majoring in Early Childhood
Education. Congratulations!

Club Notices
The Physical Therapy Student Association is hostmg a
guest speaker, Eileen Ruane, at
the next meeting on November
4, at 3 p.m. The topic will be
"What is a Traveling PT" and
the changing state ofhealthcare.
For more information, contact
faculty advisor Joyce Sligar at
extension 4842 or PTSA Special
Events Coordinator Terri
Verbeeren at extension 7290.

Pre-Thanksgiving
Day Party Nov. 19
On Wednesday, November
19 at 3 p.m. in the Hall of Governors, the Committee on Diversity and Sense of Community will
have a pre-Thanksgiving Day
party to celebrate the rich heritage of all GSU community members by sampling ethnic foods
and enjoying the diverse music
that is a part of human history.
There will be a very special surprise performance that you won ' t
want to miss. Some committee
members will also be in costume,
and we invite you to wear a traditional costume.
Won't you join us and contribute to the celebration by sharing with the assembly a tradition
that your family or ancestors
practiced or still practice? Perhaps prepare a sample of some
traditional dish to pass? Just call
any of the following people on
the committee coordinating this
event saying you wish to participate: Glenn Abbott, extension
4132; Gusta A lien, extension
4504; Frances Bradley, extension
7056; Bill Craig, extension 4492;
Virginia Eysenbach, extension
5151; Vreni Mendoza, extension
3087; Margaret Neumann, extension 4968 or Cecilia Rokusek,
extension 4389.
You may also e-mail one of
the committee members. We
need to hear from you by October 27 so that we can set up our
program . You need only say a
few words in describing your traditions, and then spend the rest
of your time visiting, sampling
ethnic cuisine, dancing and just
having fun.

Instructors
needed for
Project
HOPE
Project HOPE is seeking academic class instructors in math
and English. This is an excellent opportunity for a responsible individual interested in
helping young Latino high
school students improve their
academic skills. For more information call Fredericka
Mancha at (708) 534-5000, extension 5979.
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Money talks;
priorities walk
by Ted Spaniak, managing editor
The idea that our society's priorities are skewed is popular today. This priority
problem is often pointed out when a sports figure signs a contract for an obscene
amount of money. Someone will complain, "My daughter is killing herself, trying
to teach the youth of America for $20,000 a year while Albert Belle is making ten
million a year pia ing baseball!"
"Well, that's America for you," says the devil's advocate. "lfsomeone's willing
to pay the money to Albert, more power to him."
"But, but," sputters the bitter parent, "Do you realize that if he bats 500 times
during the season, that breaks down to $20,000 per at bat? It takes my daughter one
year to make what Belle makes for striking out!"
"Yes, but you're forgetting that after he strikes out, he's got to run all the way
out to the outfield and play the position poorly. Then he has to run in again. The
guy works his ass off! He's very busy."
"But he's not even nice to the fans! This country's priorities are completely
screwed up."
And, of course, that's true. For some reason, we're just nuts about entertainment, entertainment, and more entertainment. Education? Well, maybe if teachers
were better entertainers, people would be more willing to subsidize them with extra
tax dollars. You know, if they could tap dance, or spin plates, or play "Stairway to
Heaven" in between those damn lectures and didactic meanderings, then maybe they
really would deserve more bread.
America's obsession with entertainment goes back at least as far as the 1927
film, The Jazz Singer, which is the movie industry's first "talkie." It's hard to
believe, but the screen play actually attempts to parallel show biz with religion.
Little did those Hollywood moguls know that show biz, be it movies, television,
sports, music, concerts, etc., would indeed become a religion to many.
Think about this absurd hypothetical situation: If people were given the choice
of keeping their religion and throwing away their television or keeping their
television and throwing away their religion, how many would opt for the TV? Or,
how many would be forced to throw out their TVs because that is their religion?
I heard a quote not long ago that claimed that this society is the most entertained
and least educated society in history. I don't think it's true that we are the least
educated, but it is true that we are the most entertained and, taken as a combination,
certainly more entertained than educated. Why? That's the ten million dollar
doctoral thesis.

Just recently, I experienced the
incredible priorities contrast between
showbiz and education. I happen to be
the back-up sound effects guy on a
game show that is produced in Chicago
and broadcast everywhere. It's a
wonderful job, but because I'm the
back-up I rarely do it.
Also, I am an adjunct teacher at
Prairie State College in Chicago
Heights, teaching one freshman
composition course. I teach two sessions a week that each last one hour and fifty
minutes. In addition to the time spent in class, I also put in many hours planning and
grading all the writing.
The other day, I got a check from Prairie State for eight sessions (about 30 hours)
worth of work. It was for a whopping $270. That's $9 an hour for an intense, highly
skilled job that very few people can do.
On the other hand, my intense, highly skilled, back-up-sound effects- I 0-hourshow biz gig, which consisted of two rehearsals and the taping of five shows, paid me
a pile of money. Of course, I'm very happy about this, but the contrast between these
two jobs hit me full force as I graded a stack of essays during the frequent down-times
that occur during taping.
I realized as I switched back and forth between grading and doing sound effects
that the skills involved in evaluating rhetorical problems were far more complex and
demanding than the precision necessary to manipulate a synthesizer to coincide with
the game being played. Yet, I made more than ten times the money doing sound
effects and never had to do any homework.
"Yeah, well, so what are you complaining about? It sounds like you made a
lot of money and had fun being show biz boy."
I'm not complaining. I'm thrilled with the money; it means that there'll be
chestnuts and a big goose for Christmas and Tiny Tim will have his operation
after all. I'm just pointing out the absurd contrast of priorities in our society that
seem to say that producing sound effects for game shows is more important than
teaching composition. But even though the money is gooder doing sound effects,
I'm still more proud to say that I teach youungsters how to right.

GSU's Student Communication Club
members attend conference
by
Ann Pace
On Friday, October 17th, seven members and the adviser of GSU's
Student Communications Club attended the annual Conference of the Organization for the Stud)' of Communication, Language, and Gender.
The conference, which was sponsored by Loyola University Chicago and
Northwestern University, Chicago Illinois, was held at Loyola University
Chicago.
The conference ran from Wednesday, October 16th, through October
19th . Wednesday was strictly a day for registration. From Thursday to
Sunday there were a number of panel discussions, written and oral presentations, and roundtable discussions going on simultaneously throughout each
day. Everyone who registered was given a packet of important information
about everything they would need to know about the conference . In this
packet, there was a brochure that gave the time, room number, and a brief
description of each topic to be discussed during the four days .
This handy menu style brochure made it easy for you to look over the
presentation topics and choose the ones that interested you the most. Or,
you could choose to room hop and take in a little bit of information from
each one. Some GSU students stayed in one room at a time , others wandered from room to room, sampling some of everything there was to offer.
The presentations and discussions on Friday were Negotiating the
Contradictions and Tensions of Gender Issues in Business and Professions;
Power & Patriarchy: A Historical Perspective; Communication, Gender &
Culture; Metaphors of Violence; Organization for the Stud) of Communication, Language, and Gender Book Award : A Discussion ; Separation and
Affiliation· Complex Stories; Tensions of Silence & Suppression; Black,
White, Thin, Fat, Mother, or Bra-Burner. The Feminization of Women's
Bodies in Popular Culture; Update on Mother/ Daughter Research and a
video called Handmaidens .
As you can see, there was something for everyone. No matter which
session you attended, you were encouraged to participate by either ongoing
interaction during a discussion or with feedback at the end of a presentation.
Refreshments were provided throughout the day for those who needed a
break at anytime. Lunch was from II :30 to I :00 p.m., and it was an "on
your own"affair. Our group split up, some ate at a nearby hot dog stand,

others ate at a Burger King that was about one block further than the hot
dog stand. We met back in front of Loyola after lunch. We still had some
time to kill before I p .m . we all went to Borders Books, had a drink of
some kind, talked about the sessions we had attended and browsed around
awhile.
When we got back to Lo)'ola, we attended more sessions until 5:30
p.m . At 5:30 there was a social hour that not only offered wines, cheeses,
crackers, boiled potatoes and fresh fruit, it also offered everyone a chance
to meet each other in a more relaxed atmosphere. I met a very nice lady
from the Ukraine, Julia Datsko, and we talked about some differences in
our two country's educational policies . It was very interesting to talk to
someone from another country. Julia said that she too found our conversation interesting. We enjoyed our conversation so much that we sat at
the same table for the dinner and awards presentation that started immediately after the social hour at 6 :3 0p .m .. At the dinner table Julia and I
were joined by another GSU Student Communications Club member,
Azunge Kwembe. Azungwe, who was born in Nigeria, but has lived in
the U. S. for 13 years, had some interesting stories about education in
Nigena to add to the ones Julia and I were exchanging.
The dinner was excellent. It was buffet style and featured a tasty
baked chicken dish served with lettuce, fresh string beans, bread stuffing,
and rolls and butter. Coffee was served to you at your table as was the
scrumptious cheesecake they had for dessert.
With a great dinner like that, the wonderful people everyone met, the
interestmg conversations everyone had throughout the day, and all the
terrific presentations and discussions we had the opportunity to be a part
of, the GSU Communications Club members that attended the conference
came home with very positive feelings about the experience.
The day's outing to the conference was coordinated and led by GSU's
Student Communications Club adviser Ana Kong, and it's club president
Catherine Bernhardt. The other six club members who attended were Lisa
Bl)', Bonnie Kirincic, Peggy Kozy, Azunge Kwembe, Ann Pace, and Gaile
Sprissler.
Hope to see you at next years annual conference.
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Frogs without souls
by Denise Graham Zahn, editor
Have you heard that in England scientists have developed a headless frog?
Can you imagine? Well, of course you can imagine it, but do we really want it in
reality? I thought the "Headless Horesman" was fiction. Guess not. Science has no
right or wrong. Scientists do whatever it is possible to do and let society make its
judgments and rulings on such things as morality. It sounds as though they have done
us a tremendous favor in creating a "Frankenstein" of sorts. We'll be able to replace
our body parts with spares! Such a deal. If I have a bad ticker, I'll replace it with my
cloned ticker. Of course, whatever genetic failings I had with the first one, I' II have
with the second, since it's a clone. No shortage of organs, though and no rejection
problems, either. I was worried about that. But look, we are harvesting, just like
down on the farm. Since there is no central nervous system, they say, it's not really
an embryo. (Hence poo-pooing a moral dilemma.) That means it's not really a
person. How can it be a person (or animal) without a head?
So Jet's start now. I'm getting up there in age. In a discussion with my daughter,
she suggested that I have my brain replaced with new one, but I thought I much prefer
to get an entirely new body and save my brain. Then I'd look young but have the
wisdom that comes presumably with age. She didn't like that idea. She wouldn't
want her mother looking younger than she is. I saw no problem with it myself. Still,
I'd have an old grey-headed face on a young body since these are being grown
headless.
And whose values will we use in determining what should be done with new
developments like these? Mine or my daughter's? Scientists don't see it as their
position to limit what can be done- if it can be done. So again I ask- who will
make those decisions? This is pretty scary stuff, if you ask me. I may be simpleminded, but they are moving right along since they cloned Dolly, the sheep. When do
I need to put my order in for a new heart, lungs or kidney? How long will it take to
grow to full size, so that it's usable for a replacement for me. These are things I need
to know.
Since science has done such a wonderful job in helping to create the factory
farms, they have my complete confidence in replacing my body parts. Here's the way
it works, you see. We pollute the food with chemicals and deplete the soils of their
nutrients- so you're basically eating something that only looks like it's good for
you. Then, when these cause cancer or diseases caused by chemicals and nutrition
deficiency- we just grow new parts and start over. Sounds good to me. No more
worries. Farmers have something new to grow since the factory farms are taking over

their land.
Did you hear about the
case in Boston, where an 18
year old baby-sitter from
England is charged with the
shaking death of the eightmonth-old baby in her
charge? The mother, who
happens to be a doctor, is
being blasted by the public
for not being there, as if it
were her fault that the babysitter killed her child. The
focus is not only being turned
from the babysitter and the
agency that she works for, but
to a worl,.ing woman who cut
back on her schedule in order
to be with her children. Talk about a witch hunt and archaic thinking! This is one for
the books. No one is attacking the father, though. Not that he should be attacked It
wasn't the parents' fault, but the public is attacking the working mother- for doing
nothing more than being a working mother who chooses to work. She is not working
out of necessity. Her husband is also a doctor- with day hours because he is an
anesthesiologist. Which way are we going? What world are they living in? Yes,
some women work out of necessity. But as was said on the program, many women
choose to work for intellectual satisfaction, monetary rewards, social rewards, etc. It
certainly doesn't mean they don't Jove their children, anymore than it doesn't mean a
father doesn't love his children because he works. I thought October was a time to
tum back the clock by one hour. It seems in Boston, at least, they are turning it back
by decades!
Kudos for the decision to restrict Illinois State Patrol high speed chases. How
many times do you recall these speed races ending in disaster? Think about it. How
does one speeding car make another stop? Does one car run out of breath or get tired
and give it up? I don't think so. They stop because something stops them. And what
might that be? A tree? Another car? A pedestrian- or just running off the road,
maybe? For what? We're not usually talking about killers being chased. I was a
police dispatcher for six years and am well aware of wrecked squad cars, bystander
cars, inured bystanders, police injuries, injuries to the person being chased and death
to some unlucky people who happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.
It's about time we stopped playing race car on the roads.

Go to your corner
by Cindy KansoerSchneider

Being a parent, I am
all too familiar with
arbitrating disagreements
between two people.
Each side sees only their
side and finding an
acceptable compromise
is difficult, if not sometimes impossible. Is this
scenario any different
from that of negotiations
between a union and
management? I think not.
There are those who think that having a union is indispensable, and in
many cases this is true. In several cases, it is the union that prevents or
rectifies abuse of employees. The first union that comes to mind that afforded this type of protection is the Garment Workers' Union. Although
many beiLeve that unions serve a purpose, there are those who may disagree
with this. There are several people who lost their positions due to the inflexibility of a union.
If the economics .of a company are such that salary increases or benefit
increases jeopardize the life of the company, negotiators have to realize that
nothing from nothing is nothing. Several companies, though sympathetic
towards its employee needs, had to cut benefits or close the doors. After
presenting the situation to the representatives of the union, the union refused
to budge; the companies folded and instead of increased benefits, the employees found themselves without any benefits. Though these cases are few, they
still exist and must be taken into consideration. Many smaller companies
may wish to offer incentives to their employees, but because of contract
issues, cannot. Again, this type of situation may not occur often, but it does
occur.
For the sake of argument, let it be said that the union is useful and the
issue at GSU is salary increases. It is understandable that an employee would
want (and need) a larger salary than last year since increased monetary
demands are made. It is also understandable that a comparison is made with
salaries of the same positions at other institutions. If there is a large difference with what is offered to the employee and what is offered by another
inst itutio n to its employees, dist ress and anguish is created. I, as well as most
t..
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other individuals, would question the
difference and pursue equalizing the
difference. In the heat of persuasion,
it is not easy to see the other side.
Management has their guidelines
and problems in attempting to
negotiate. Nearly everyone has
someone higher up to answer to. If
the higher-up says 'no,' then where
does the issue go from there? There
is the possibility of robbing Peter to
pay Paul. The problem lies in who is
Peter and how much can you rob? In
other words, remember that when
you flood the desert and make it
fertile, you are emptying an ocean
and it dies. This does not solve the
problem, nor does it make the other
side's needs any less or viable.
Rather than going to their corners
to come out fighting, perhaps, each
side could stay in the corner and
think. My daughters are excellent at
coercion and both employed their
talents during a scrap over the car.
The youngest affirming that if she
can stay out an extra hour on Friday,
she will come home an hour early on
Saturday. If the union gets what
they ask for, what will they willingly
give up? The problem is half solved;
however, the oldest daughter has not
solved the problem of her sister
replacing the gasoline that the oldest
paid for. Since they have mutual
friends, it was decided that each
friend will contribute to the gasoline
crisis. Did they think this up by
themselves? No, they had a parent to
help.
The union and management are
orphans; there is no parent to arbitrate. Like the sister, I have confidence that they will wo rk it out. Just
give them a little more time.

Continued from page 2

rently producing a telecourse for the College of
Business and Public Administration (CBPA)
called "Introduction to Management Strategies."
"It is an accomplishment," said Ainsworth, "for
GSU to be among the major players in video
instruction television, because GSU is a relatively
small school ... I am most proud that we have
been able to enrich our own programs by bringing in outside faculty as visiting professors to
participate in creating video courses. Our students have adored them." Five courses are being distributed by the Adult Learning Services
ofPBS.Ainsworth said "Our products are shown
throughout the country." In fact, they are shown
throughout the world. "Living Literature," a
world literature program, will soon be shown
throughout Ireland.
Communications Services has a complete
range of technology and services available, including video-production equipment, graphics,
audio and photography. In addition to providing student instruction, they serve the university
by creating graphics for publicity and other purposes. They also serve the region by producing
programs like "Issues and Impact," which is distributed throughout the southern suburbs and
northwest Indiana via cable television.One of
Ainsworth's major accomplishments at GSU,
he said, was getting the teleclass concept adopted.
"It was my idea but former Director ofCommunications Services Ralph Kruse and award-winning GSU lV-producer Tony Labriola made it
work." Gary Fisk, the former director of Communications Services resigned the position in order to spearhead a new GSU effort called ''Technology Across the Curriculum," that focuses on
getting all GSU faculty literate in the use of new
technology.
The Dean ofthe Center for Extended Learning and Communications Services Lee
Zaborowski said "David Ainsworth has been in
the division for many years producing telecourses
and has developed a national reputation in that
area. Because of those skills, he will be able to
move Communications Services into a new milieu of delivering education via technology
blending video, audio and the Internet. We're
excited to have him and think he'll do a great
job."
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Continued from page I
Salary is the issue

Lyric Opera, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and United Airlines."
According to Katz, other schools that were in the Board of Governors have settled at a higher percentage: Eastern at 5 percent, Western
at 3.6 percent, and Northeastern and Chicago State not settled yet. Katz
stated that they (Union and faculty members) have to make President
Wolff want to increase the salary percentage. "The demonstration at
the convocation," said Katz, "was meant to show that the faculty was
behind the Union and that they were unhappy."
An Unfair Labor Practice was being filed against GSU for not bargaining in good faith . Salary increase is the only issue up for negotiations. A three year contract was negotiated in 1996 and salary is a
reopener.
A three percent increase is what was budgeted by the state, but
according to Katz, this is not three percent for everyone. "Faculty
excellence awards and professional advancement money for tenure
get subtracted out of the three percent first," she said, ''Each faculty
member who is not getting any of these awards get 2.7 or 2.8 percent,
because the total package is three percent."
"We have an advisory committee for the administrator negotiator," said Barrozo. This committee includes James Holzhauer, an attorney and professional negotiator. Apparently, during last year's negotiations, the UPI involved an individual who had negotiated several
faculty contracts with GSU and other institutions in the state. Administration did not have a professional negotiator and felt that they were
at a disadvantage. This year for the salary reopeners. administration
has James Holzhauer who is a professional negotiator.
Though Barrozo has not been to the meetings yet, he has been kept
informed of the negotiations. There have been cancellations due to
conflict of schedules from both sides of the negotiations, but it is felt
that a schedule of meetings would soon be set. "The UPI is free to file
an Unfair Labor Practice." stated Barrozo. "The only basis, in my
opinion, that they would have for an Unfair Labor Practice is that we
have not discussed things."
According to Barrozo, administration makes a request for funding
for a new fiscal year, the request is reviewed by the Board of Trustees,
then reviewed by the Illinois Board of Higher Education, the General
Assembly, and the governor's office; the amount of money is set in the
Continued from page 2

An only child in China
come out right away. Those home centered-self children are facing
constant criticism from their roommates because of their different
habits. But none of them want to compromise with others. The
school's student life leaders have to use a lot time to train them how
to get along with each other. A nephew of another friend of mine
came to see me when I was visiting in China. He told me that when
he was a junior high student, he never \Vashed his clothes and did
not know ho\\ to make food for himself until he got a job and settled
at another city away from his parents. Then, he began learning how
to do the basic things. He realized that he finally grew up when
he had to become independent.
Traditionally, children try to find a job closer to their parents in
order to take care of them. This traditional concept of children
providing support for their parents or grandparents will have to
change. Most of my relatives and my friends hope their children
have their own bright future and freedom rather than hope their
children will take care of their parents. Wherever their children
want to relocate, the parents do not complain. The single children
expect social and government favors to be provided for assistance to
take care of their older parents.
After visiting China, I have reached the conclusion that not only
could the Chinese children learn many new Chinese words everyday, but they also can use those words to make sentences and write
the whole text without copying. My child was shocked. He knew
that if he did not study harder than before he could never catch up
with those Chinese children in the same grade. However, when he
lives here, he has much more free time everyday compared to all the
other Chinese children. The Chinese children's academic performance in school has traditionally been considered important.
Academic achievement is believed to be based on motivation and
hard work; children who fail to achieve the adults' standards in
academic achievement are often regarded as abnormal and problematic. Because of limited opportunities to receive a higher education
in China, there is strong academic competition at almost every level,
from kindergarten to high school. As a result, children are pressed
by parents, teachers, relatives, and peers to perform optimally in
school.
The next century in China will be the generation of single
children who will be in charge. The Chinese future belongs to them;
a generation with hope because of their situation in their family,
those children have received better education and better health care
than their parents. The society has provided a better environment to
those single children by letting them play a certain role in the
society, giving them projects and asking them to find local companies where they can intern. Otherwise they can go into the military
to help them understand what the real life is. Parents have come to
see that an education within the family can impact invaluable
cultural, moral, and social mores of their single children.

appropriation bill in the General Assembly. "This means that the
money is set by the General Assembly for all monies for salary increases, new faculty, support staff, maintenance of the building, and
so on," he said. "If the University wants to spend more than three
percent [for salary increases], it would have to have a credible explanation as to why it would take money from other areas for faculty
salary increases."
Administration asked the UPI to "help us understand where the
money should be taken from" so when asked by the General Assembly or the governor's office, the shift in priorities can be explained.
The UPI suggested reallocation of salary savings that the university has as a result of faculty retirement or resignation. Administration hesitates to do this because of faculty replacement. Sometimes
the money is used for adjunct replacement and the remainder of the
money is used to support graduate assistants. The money is used to
provide professors in the classrooms. "We don't feel that fewer classes
are a good trade-off[for salary increases]," explained Barrozo.
Suggestions for reallocation of the Foundation dollars was
made. The Alumni Foundation raises money for the university
for scholarships and support of endeavors. It is a separate corporation, has a separate board, and only the board of the Foundation can allocate the dollars received from donors. The university administration cannot allocate any of this money.
According to Barrozo, a promising possibility of reallocation
is the money used for payment to faculty beyond their base salary, such as money for overload payments. There was a meeting
set for Wednesday, Oct. 29, and these and other suggestions were
discussed.
According to Mitch Vogel, president of the UP I, Local
4100, the administration of Governors State University has not
been bargaining in good faith. "The University basically
refuses to negotiate," he stated . An Unfair Labor Practice was
filed with the Labor Board on Wednesday, Oct. 22.

Rialto Square
Theatre Kids
Shows
On Wednesday, Nov. 12, aT
10 a.m . "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" will be performed at the
Rialto School Matinee. Tickets go
on sale to the general public on
Nov. 5.
"The Magic School Bus" with
musical, "Arnold's Favorite Field
Trip"will be presented on
Saturday, Nov. 15 at I and 4 p.m.
On Nov. 17, another School
Matinee, "The Impossible
Balance," is scheduled at 10 a.m.
and 12 p.m. Tickets go on sale to
the general public on Nov. 10. All
School Matinee tickets are $4.50.
For more information, call the
Rialto Square Theatre at (815)
726-7171.

Rialto
Square
Theatre events
Country star Pam Tillis will
perform at the Rialto quare
Theatre on Sunday, Nov. 9, at 7
p.m. Tickets are $25 .
The
World
Harvest
Celebration '97 is scheduled for
Sun., Nov. 23 at the Rialto from
noon to 6:30 p.m. There will be
international food booths, live
entertainment, student artworks
display and a Student Talent
Showcase.

GSU Faculty Salon
Takes Students
''Down Under''
by Karen Piejko
Entertainment Editor & Special Feature Reporter
Dr. Mel Muchnik, professor of media communication at
Governors State University, was the featured guest at last
Tuesday's Faculty Salon. His presentation, "Australian Initiatives: Opportunities Down Under" was a one hour, multi-media extravaganza that explored current
technological trends in Australia. Through a lively combination of colorful electronic visuals, digital
audio sound clips and live narration, the program provided an up-close and personal account ofMuchnik's
experiences while on sabbatical.
A great deal of emphasis was placed upon Distance Education through the use of electronic communication. "Twenty of my students are currently corresponding with students from Australia for a class
project over the internet." The professor was referring to the debates and interpersonal communication
that the students, of MCOM 740: Trends In Communications Technologies, are currently involved in.
While Muchnik was on sabbatical, he made several contacts at the universities in Australia. The
educators in Australia were very interested in opening the lines of communication with students in other
countries, including the United States. By collaborating with Ingrid Day, of the University of South
Australia, Muchnik was able to arrange for GSU students to travel to Sydney and Adelaide via the internet.
"Each student was placed on a team, with one student being from GSU and other the students being from
the University of Southern Australia in Adelaide or Sydney," said Muchnik.
Professor Ingrid Day assigned the debating teams as well as the topics. The students were not allowed to choose topics or where they stood on the issues, which has made it a challenge for the students.
An even greater challenge is the fact that even though the language of Australia is English, there are
differences in the Australian and American dialects.
For instance, some words in Australia have different meanings than they do in America, which has
provided GSU students with some humorous communication obstacles to overcome. "Communication
can be tricky, due to the fact that the Australians have their own unique variations of English words and
phrao;eo;," said Muchnik. The professor presented a fun and colorful assortment of American "swear
words" that have a completely opposite meaning in Australia. Some American swear words (use your
imagination!) that are considered insults in America are compliments in Australia." Australians often
add a "y" to many everyday words, and the result is a series of quickly spoken words such as 'the Barby'
which means the barbecue," said Muchnik. Australians often refer to themselves as "Aussies." Even
though Americans and Australians speak the same language, some of the words, created by the Australians, are somewhat difficult for Americans to decipher."Never-Never" means the back country. To
"Grizzle" is to complain.
A "No-hoper" is a useless person. To "Whinge" means to complain. The term "Billabang" refers to
a waterhole. A "Larrikin" is a hoodlum. "Spine Bashing" means to sit in a reclining position. "Yacker"
means to work hard. Sheep farmers are referred to as "Squatters." If somebody calls you a "Dinkum"
that means you are honest and genuine. On the other hand, if you are called a "Nong" that means you are
stupid. To be "Ropeable" means to be angry, and the term "Go Crook"also means to get angry. The
Australians understand the American term "Dorky," but they do have their own variation of the word:
"Galah" which means a silly, goofy, cute, overly talkative person. Many Australian college students
think their professors are "Ear Bashers." The term "Ear Basher'' is an expression Australians use to
Continued on page 16
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Convocation 1997:
accolades and acrimony

Professor Larry Levinson was chosen to speak on behalf of the faculty and presented
an eloquent ten-point plan to "facilitate a community of learning" and "create as social
grid where we can all participate":
I. Create a community of intellectual discourse, or reading circle, with administrators
and staff from all four colleges.
2. Break down the compartmentalization and atomization of the colleges. More team
teaching across disciplines, cross-listing of courses, and joint research projects.
3. Develop a university honors program that can enrich the lives of ALL students. This
is not to be an elitist program but an enrichment program. (GSU is the only state university without an honors program.)
4. Empower the faculty by devolving and decentralizing the decision making processes
at GSU. Presently, decision making is only in the hands of the administration.
5. Establish a yearly tradition of a fall retreat with faculty, staff and administration.
6. Take advantage of the expertise, wisdom and resources of retired faculty .
7. Enrich the surrounding region with the use of technology, especially for those who
cannot come to GSU.
8. Internationalize the university, at least the existing courses.
9. More joined efforts with faculty, staff and administration to devote support for this
educational community and promote community in Springfield and at home.
I 0. Acknowledge that community building and communications are on-going struggles.
Levinson's ideas are based on an alternative paradigm to political realism, the natural
by-product of which is conflict that stems from self-interest. "His alternative paradigm
would promote "complex dependency." He pointed out that in September, 1993, the
Israelis and Palestinians agreed to move toward a complex dependency in order to develop shared interests and behaviors.
Three other awards were also given. The Civil Service/Employee of the Year award
went to Sherry Kohl who received $500 and Bulls' tickets.
Additionally, there were two winners of the Dr. Gerald C. Baysore Distinguished
Service Award: Judy Cooney of the College of Education and Annie Lawrence from the
College of Health Professions. Lawrence donated her award to the scholarship fund for
nursing.
The Baysore award is given to a person who best exemplifies four qualities embodied
by Dr. Baysore: absolute integrity, total confidence, generous dedication and unfailing
civility.
Following the Baysore awards, Harriet Gross was appointed Professor Emeritus. President Wolff then offered her closing remarks.
Among the highlights was Wolffs point that GSU has the difficult task of educating
students whom have all come in with credits earned someplace else. In fact, 50 percent
of the students from the five feeder schools have been to two or more colleges before
they reach GSU.
"It makes it difficult for us to absorb them uniformly and to meet their needs, to create
the right curriculum, to assess their transcripts, to give them comfort and confidence but we do it," Wolff stated.
Wolff went on to point out that perhaps the most difficult thing to do as a university
community is to understand and take pride in the significance of what the university does
individually and collectively:
"So what is the point here in terms of communicating and sharing ideas, trust and
values? It is, simply, that we are participants in an extraordinary enterprise here. And
the significance of what the university does individually and collectively .I feel I have
inadequately communicated what may be our greatest failing as an institution, and that is
the failure to acknowledge the importance of what we do."
In conclusion, she urged the university community to "take time during the next 24
hours to express genuine gratitude and thanks to someone who has helped make GSU the
special place it is ... Let's step outside of our daily activities and offer generous praise to
worthy members of our community."

by Ted Spaniak, managing editor
Denise Graham Zahn contributed to this article
An unlikely combination of accolades and acrimony joined hands and presided over
the 1997 GSU Convocation. This convocation, described by GSU President Paula Wolff
as "the coming together to celebrate the academic tradition and renew the commitment
that undergirds the university," was part love-fest, part protest.
The theme of the convocation was "communication," the sharing of trusts, values and
ideas that Paul Wolff calls "the highest form of generosity."
As Wolff (who had adorned her right cheek with a black, press-on tattoo that read
"Live & Learn") welcomed the crowd to a packed Sherman Hall, she was greeted by a
large group of faculty who stood up in the back and displayed placards. The messages
on these cards expressed the union's displeasure with its current contract which, according to the union, is not competitive with comparable universities.
Wolff immediately acknowledged that she was aware of the union's concerns. She
then asked a group standing along the side, "Is this some sort of statement, or would you
like to sit down?" This drew some laughs, and the standees subsequently filed in and
found seats down front.
The first speaker was Mecheline Kelly, GSU's elected student representative to the
Illinois Board of Higher Education, who told the audience that while student leaders are
"typical" students, they have "atypical" qualities. These are the students, she said, who
are willing to stand up and say '" I can affect the process."' The student leader is the
messenger representing the needs of all the 'typical' students. I believe the job of selecting student leaders is best done by the students."
The last comment refers to House Bill 923 that Governor Edgar recently passed
amendatorily. While the House Bill would allow the student representative to the
Board of Trustees to vote, as the other. members of the board do, Edgar's amendment
would allow the governor to select the student representative to the board from several
proposed names.
The Student Senate recently passed a resolution opposing Edgar's amended bill.
The resolution was forwarded to Northeastern University, where student leaders are
gathering similar resolutions from other Illinois higher education facilities to forward
to the legislature to override the amended bill.
Kelly recognized the outstanding contributions of faculty and staff members at
GSU and said that to have a true sense of community faculty, staff, administration and
students must all be represented. "Students will become involved," she said, "when
they view GSU as their community."
Next on the agenda was the presentation of the Faculty Excellence awards. Sixteen
professors awaiting their awards were seated on the stage, a few of them with their own
placards of protest leaning up against their knees.
Faculty Excellence awards were given to Patricia Koutouzos, Larry Levinson, June
Patton, Hugh Rank and Paul Schranz of the College of Arts and Science, Division of
Liberal Arts; Joseph Addison and Jon Mendelson, College of Arts and Sciences, Science
Division; Robert Donaldson, Zafar Malik, and David Parmenter, College of Business
and Public Administration; Gregory Blevins and Jay Lubinsky, College of Health Professions; and Mercedes Graf, Diane Kjos, David Prasse and Dave Suddick, College or
Education.
Professor Donaldson donated his monetary award back to the university to be used
for scholarship.

Don't drink the water?
Health Tips
by Ann Pace
There has been a lot of talk these days about whether our tap water is safe to drink or not. Because
we all drink tap water and use it to cook with , this is a major concern when it comes to health care.
Growth in industry, strong insecticide and weed killers that are put on lawns all contribute to the increased pollution of our water systems.
Another big factor that is overlooked is the chlorine that is put in the water at the water filtration
plants to kill bacteria. Chlorine is a strong chemical. It can hurt sensitive glands, such as the thyroid.
By now you may be asking yourself how can you know if your tap water is unsafe? You may also be asking yourselfifyou do know
your water is unsafe, how can you protect yourself and your family from its ill effects? In answer to the first question, my advice to
you is to trust your own judgment. If your tap water tastes or smells funny, you should figure that something is not right.
If you live close to a water filtration plant, say within a couple of miles or so, you can be sure your chlorine levels will be higher
than people who live in homes further from the plant. Living in a high industrial area can also be a pretty good indicator that your
water may·not be as safe as it would be if it were located in a low industrial area.
The above are helpful hints as to the possible areas that may prove to be the most unsafe in regards to tap water. They were
mentioned to alert people in those areas of possible unsafe drinking water. These areas are not the only ones that can have unsafe tap
water. Any location can have unsafe tap water; so, again , if you taste or smell chlorine, sludge, dirt, garbage or waste coming from
your faucets, chances are the quality of your water is not healthy.
If you are still unsure and want an expert evaluation, you can have your water tested. Your village or county has testing
equipment, and will test your water for you if you insist. There is usually no cost to residents for the test. Places that sell water
filtration systems will do it for you, too, but unless you're buying a filter from them, they will probably charge a fee for the service.
To eliminate the harmful effects of bad water and the smells associated with it, I recommend having an under-the-sink charcoal filter
installed. These charcoal filters cost about $165 to purchase, and that price includes installation. These filters are only hooked up to
your cold water line. They need to be to changed every six months and each change costs about $65 If you can install it yourself,
you can save money. But, even if you can ' t do the initial installation, changing them is a snap because they just screw on and off.
That will save you some money twice a year. Charcoal filters work by attracting chlorine particles just like a magnet attracts metal.
Charcoal filters also catch other harmful particles and they filter out bad odors, too. If you still don 't like the taste of your water after
this filter is installed, you can buy water by the gallon . Most chain stores carry their own brand name. There are a few kinds of water
to chose from . I like the reverse osmosis water best because it tastes really clean. You can buy a gallon of bottled water at most chain
stores for 79 cents.
Whether you chose the charcoal fi Iter, the bottled water, or a combination of both is unimportant. I only hope that you and your
family find the best way to enjoy healthy water. Here's to healthy water everywhere.

THREE SMART
REASONS TO
CONSIDER
THE ARMY:
Reason 1: We can help you
get an edge on college expense
with up to $40,000 from the
Montgomery GI Bill plu the
Anny College Fund ... if you qualify.
Reason 2: There are over
50 challenging high-tech special tie
to choose from . Valuable training in
one could lead to a rewarding and
exciting career.
Reason 3: Employers look
for the training and personal qualities of Anny alumni. Here's what
just one businc s leader says:
"Anny alums bring to their
job ...a wealth of experience that is
readily adjustable to the business
world."
j. Peter Grace
Chairman and
Executive Officer
W.R Grace and Company
The. are ju ·t three reason .
and there are even more. Find
out what they are from your local
Anny Recruiter.

1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY.
BE ALL
YOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com
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Center Stage: Live at The
Center
by Karen Piejko
Entertainment Reporter & Editor

Sunday brunch and the Alcan String Quartet
The Sunday Brunch Series will continue with an invigorating performance by The
A lean String Quartet on Sunday, November 16, at I :30 p.m . The Alcan String Quartet
is Canada's mo_st famous and highly acclaimed string quartet. "The ensemble's superb
performance provided an experience of great beauty ... admirably resilient, songful and
refined playing," said The Montreal Gazette in their review of thtis musical quartet.
Show-only tickets are $17.50. Brunch 'Show tickets are $35 . Student discounts are
available. Call (708)235-2222 for details or stop by the box office.

Make it a "Miracle on 34th Street"
holiday at The Center
It's not too early to think about Thanksgiving, so if you want to take family and
friends somewhere special, consider a performance of the timeless classic Miracle On
3-Ith Street, live on stage at The Center for Performing Arts. This musical adaptation is
suitable for the entire family. Miracle On 3-Ith Street will be performed on Friday,
November 28 (The Day After Thanksgiving), at 8 p.m. Tickets are $35. Student discounts are available. Call (708) 235-2222 for information or stop by the box office
The A lean String Quarter to perform at The Center for Performing Arts

Karen's Korner

Peace & love to Australia
GSU students & University of South Australia students become debate partners & overseas Internet penpals
by Karen Piejko
MCOM 740 "Trends In Communications Technologies"
The greatest thing about the notice board and e-mail is that the Australian students
can talk to you like you were sitting next to them in class! It isn't formal; it's just a lot
of fun. People talk about all sorts of things! I've been asked about music trends,
movies, plays, sports and even American professors!
The students in Australia have a wonderful sense of humor, and have been responsive to the many quizzes and jokes that American students have submitted. Everyone
seems to be having a wonderful time with this! It is an enriching and rewarding
experience to team from each other and share the small things in life, such as
McDonalds and pet peeves about school. We've not only teamed about Australia, but
we've learned about other countries near Australia and their cultures as well. Australia
is under the British Commonwealth, and some of the e-mails I've received about the
Princess Diana tragedy have been emotionally moving.
One thing is certain: the Australian students want to see world peace as much as
we do. Hopefully, though electronic and personal communication with other countries,
someday there will really be a true world peace! All right, enough sappy stuff, let's get
to the fun stuffi I'm in school in Australia, at least in Cyberspace, so what do the
professors really look like "Down Under?" Should I move to Australia to escape
professors in bad ties? I guess not! "I think bad fashion sense is a prerequisite to
becoming a professor," said Margie Webster, my debate partner, who is a junior at the
University of South Australia, City West Campus in Adelaide, Australia. Webster
explained that Australian professors, "especially the males," like to wear all the same
"dorky" things that American professors do. They favor loud ties, bad polyester pants
and shirts with questionable prints on them. "Most of the professors have bad taste in
clothes, with the exception of Ingrid," said Webster.
Ingrid Day, our professor in Australia, will be grading Margie and me and the other
students on the debates! So, naturally, we will praise her clothes! Students who have emailed me have teased me and warned, "Remember, you have a teacher in the U.S.A.
and a teacher here, so make sure to suck up equally!" Boy, it's not easy going to school

in two countries at the same time!
Okay, so I'm still in Australia, at least in Cyberspace, and I'm hungry! Willi be
able to get a Big Mac with melted cheese, crsip lettuce, tasty onions, tangy pickles and
gallons of secret sauce smothered on a sesame seed bun? Oh, boy! I'm sorry I asked!
Actually, I'm not! They were so intrigued by the question that the responses were
almost immediate.First, we'll hear from our delightful overseas professor, who has
wonderful taste in clothing, Ingrid Day. "Yes (we have Me Donalds here), but if you're
like my kids, you'll immediately remove the yucky pickles!" Okay, so the professor's
kids think the pickles are yucky and dorky! "If you're like my daughter, Kate, you'll
order the Me Chicken Meal because you're sort of a vegetarian.
So, chickens are vegetables in Australia! Funny, I've never heard a carrot cluck,
and I've never seen a chicken with its feet planted firmly in the soil! So, what does our
wonderful overseas professor like to eat? "I think Hungry Jack's are better," said Day.
Hungry Jacks is the Australian version of Burger King.
One of the Aussies Was mildly perturbed by my exaggerated description of the Big
Mac, but he took it in stride! David Beaumont, a student at the University of South
Australia said, "Can you get a Big Mac? Yes. Could it be classified as real food?
Maybe not! Crispy lettuce? You mean lettuce isn't normally limp and soggy? Melted
chesse? It's more like cheese spread that's been in the microwave too long! Two all
beef patties? They're actually meant to have meat in them!" Okay! Okay! Let's not
start a food fight in the Cyberspace Cafeteria! What does Beaumont like to eat after a
long boring class, or a tough test? He called it "David's Ultimate Junk Food Meal." It
consists of a Double Beef Whopper with Double Chesse From Hungry Jack's/Burger
King, a large order of fries from Kentucky Fried Chicken and a Chocolate Sundae from
Me Donalds! (Hey, David, e-mail me that meal, it sounds great!) Alii can say is that I
hope those places are all on the same street! By the time I go to all three places, the
fries will be so cold I'll have to nuke 'em in the microwave and my sundae will be
melted all over my kangaroo, my koala bear and my boomerang! Well, until next time,
to all my friends in Australia and right here at GSU in America, peace & love!

Vouchers available for "Swiss Family Robinson" at Student Life Office
Student Life is giving a voucher for one free ticket to "Swiss Family Robinson," a kid's performance in the Center for Performing Arts on Saturday, November 22, at II a.m.
Vouchers are available with a valid GSU ID card at the Student Life office, Room A 1120. Additional tickets are available at the Center for Performing Arts Center Box Office for
a discounted price of$6 each.Provided by Student Affairs and Services and Office of Student Life.
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Career Corner
by Jim Opon
Director of Career Services
Job fairs are a popular way to meet employers. They are typically sponsored by a college or group of
colleges, government agencies, associations or even the employers themselves. In most cases, a job fair
will attract between 25 to 150 employers. The program is usually held in a large ballroom, gym or exhibition hall. The promoters advertise the event to students as a way of finding a job. For students who plan
to attend a job fair in the future, there are a number of strategies that can make that day more productive.
I. Make sure that you have several copies of an up-to-date resume. You will probably meet at least 20
to 30 organizations. You will need a resume for each and probably a few more for any unexpected companies. Your resume should be on bond paper to make a good impression.
2. Speaking of good 1m press ions, you should dress in your best interview suit or outfit. Remember,
the job fair is just like an interview; you want to present a professional image.
3. When you arrive at the fair, study the list of organizations attending. You need to make three lists.
A. The organizations you must meet; B. The organizations you would like to meet; C. Those organizations that are somewhat interesting. You will not need to meet all of the organizations at the fair-- just the
ones that you are interested in.
4. Manage your time. Try to meet with all of the firms on your numbers one and two lists and, if
possible, some of the number three employers. Job fairs will be crowded and there may be lines. Make a
point of accomplishing your objectives.

5. Introduce yourself to the employer. Prepare a short (one minute) summary of yourself and your
interest in the organization for the recruiter. Listen for his or her response. Find out about possible
openings, hiring schedules and any follow-up activities.
6. If the organization is not hiring in your area, ask the reccuriter for the name and address or the
recruiter who does cover that area. Any contact with an employer can be productive. Always ask for
additional information.
7. Get the business card from the person you met. If they don't have a card, get their name, title,
address, phone and fax number. Also, pick up any available company materials.
8. Determine the organizations you are most interested in and write a thank you note. In the note,
make sure that you ask for a second interview.
9. Make a follow-up call about three weeks after the job fair. These calls should be to your top
prospects.
10. Don't get discouraged; job fairs can be frustrating and intimidating. Do your best and make your
contacts and follow-up calls. Persistence leads to success.

The following job fairs have been
,........,----~--~-----.....
scheduled.

The Software
Career Fair will be
held November
I0, from I I a.m.
to 8 p.m. at the Inland Meeting and
Exposition Center
in Westmont, Ill.
Sponsored by the
Chicago Software
Association, this
job fair is geared
toward computer
science, MIS and
IT majors. Admission is free
with a copy of
your resume. For
more information
call (312) 939-5355, fax (312) 2630923 or URL www.csa.org
The GSU Health and Human Services Job Fair is scheduled for November 13, from 2:30 to 6:30 p.m.
in the Hall of Governors. Admission
is free with your resume. For more
information call (708) 534-5000, extension 5080.
Focus on the Future Job Fair is
scheduled for November 20, from I
to 5 p.m. at the Radisson Star Plaza,
1-65 and Rt. 30, Merrillville, Ind.
Open to all majors, this job fair is free
if you are pre-registered. A $2 fee
will be charged otherwise. For more
information call (219) 980-6650.
Careers '98 is scheduled for January 30, 1998. The time and place are
yet to be announced. This job fair is
free to all majors, but you must preregister either online or with the G U
Career Services Office. The URL is
www.careerconference.com.

Don't forget to

VOTE
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ltcnr· Entrance For Pickup
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Family Dining
Seating for 100
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November
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Awards presented
to two GSU faculty members
Two GSU professors
were awarded the Dr. Gerald
B. Baysore Distinguished
Service Award at the annual
Convocation ceremony.
Dr. Judith Cooney, professor in the College ofEducation, and Dr. Annie
Lawrence, chair of the Division of Nursing and Health
Sciences in the College of
Health Professions, were this
year's recipients.
This award is dedicated
to the memory of Dr. Gerald
B. Baysore, associate vice
president of academic affairs, who died in October
1988. The award honors
GSU employees who most
fully embodied the four
qualities that Dr. Baysore
demonstrated during his 18
years of service at the university.
Dr. Cooney, surprised
and visibly moved by the
honor, thanked the GSU
community for their prayers
during her recent illness. Dr.
Lawrence is returning the
monetary portion of the
award to the Division of
Nursing and Health Services
to be used toward funding a
scholarship.

T. Amadio & Company
Insurance
81 W. Joe Orr Road
(East end of Olympia Plaza
Chicago Heights, IL 60411

(708) 755-4477 Fax (708) 755-4706

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Are YOU in need of Health Insurance?
If you are no longer covered on your parents policy, or
just need insurance, we can offer economical, individual
plans to meet your specific needs.

CaD (708) 755-4477 now,
or stop by today
for a free, no obligation quote.
We can also quote auto, life,
property and casualty nsurance.
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she found an electric can opener that we got as a wedding gift seventeen years ago. We've
never used it. Not once. We don't believe in them- they're obscene like the "Dream Team ."
I mean, do we really have to beat China 200 to 6 to feel good about ourselves?
Can openers are the same thing: ego trips for the human race - a Candy Ass invention!
We're giving it to the VietNam Vets truck. We never really know whether the Vets get it or
not. We just give stuff to the truck and that's about all we need to do to alleviate any guilt
about having all of our limbs.
Thank God that this journal is beginning to take shape and become focused . I would hate
to have a journal ruin my GPA just because I couldn't think of anything to write about in a
focused manner.
But stream of consciousness is a wonderful topic. Did anybody tell James Joyce, "Jim,
baby, this Ulysses thing, can the stream, babe." Did anybody mess with Virginia Wolf? No!
My wife just asked me to help her with a screw. Unfortunately, it was one that was stuck
in the wall. How silly of me.
I think I'm constipated. It's this class; not the content, but the timing . Getting home at
7:45 is messing with my eating habits. Don't you hate it when people share scatalogical stuff
with you?
I mean, who ever asks, "Hey, Ted! How are the old bowels doing? Getting enough ruffage?
People hate the word "bowels." I think they hate it more than a lot of the classic profane
words our culture traditionally cringes at.
Think about it. "Bowels" would make a great curse word. Somebody cuts you off in
traffic and you stick your head out of the window and yell, "You bowel!" Now that will ruin
someone's day.
Does stream of consciousness need a conclusion? That is the question . It's almost mystical, like the mystery of God. You know the old crap, "God has no beginning and no end."
Well, it must be the same with stream of consciousness writing, otherwise it

Mottos to
live by
by

Someone from somewhere

A baby-boomer's lament
Wading in the tream of consciousne s
by Ted Spaniak
I have a friend at GSU who complained to me that the professor in
his education class required journals to be kept and turned in for
review by the professor and by peers. He lamented, "Sometime I
just don't have it in me but because I'm so anal retentive, I'm compelled to always get my assignments done.
I sympathized. I remember waking up one humid day two summers ago feeling absolutely worthless - physically and mentally but I could not procrastinate writing my journal entry a minute longer
because I, too. am an anally retentive, compulsive fool in need of
approval and must tum in my work on time. However, in a rare
moment of apathy, the followingjoumal entry appeared; the professor dug it. Life is beautiful. Sometimes apathy is good. Don't try
this at home:
Big, sweaty men are outside killing trees that are supposed to be
dead but look fine to all the neighbors. My wife is painting the kitchen
white - again - and I feel like I've been drugged. A too loud and
terrible guitar solo is flying through my boom-box speakers, I have
560 pages left to read - efferently - in The Grapes of Wrath, and I
need to be eloquent and focused so I can write this journal for an
education class.
My twenty-one month old kid was packed away with the in-laws
this morning, crying like he wa crossing the Atlantic for Ellis Island. Wasn't college supposed to be for young people without lives?
Then again, if I were young, I'd probably have been even more
unfocused and felt like I was drugged because I was! The pressure is
building now as Dr. ["X's"] words slowly circulate my synapses {I
love alliteration whether it works or not): "Two hundred and fifty
words on something that is pertinent to what we have been discussing, something focused."
Well, this stream of consciousness is focused in its unfocusedness,
is it not? And did we not just get through with the Catcher in the
Rye, a novel packed with stream of consciousness?
My wife just made me help her move the GO fridge. So don't
paint behind it. Women. They have this need for cleanliness. So do
we men, but our filth toleration just happens to be more reasonable,
more realistic. Christ, if the paint can says the paint job lasts fifteen
years, shouldn't we believe them?
It's the nineties; there's litigation everywhere. Manufacturers can't
just go around claiming things that aren't true! My wife says that if
it wasn't for women, the human race would still be living in caves.
But wouldn't that cut down on the everyday stress and strain of living?
I have boxes on shelves in the basement that I've had since I was
married that I just keep moving from place to place. I don't even
know what the hell is in them . But next time we move, we'll move
those damn boxes again, and we'll get to the next place and put them
in the new basement and leave them there till we either die or move
again. Would that happen if we lived in caves? Hell, no.
This morning, as my wife was cleaning out the kitchen cabinets,

If at first you don't succeed, destroy all evidence that you tried.
A conclusion is the place where
you got tired of thinking.
Experience is something you
don't get until just after you need
it.
For every action, there is an equal
and opposite criticism.
He who hesitates is probably right.
Never do card tricks for the group
you play poker with.
No one is listening until you make
a mistake.
Success always occurs in private,
and failure in full view.
The colder the X-ray table, the
more of your body is required on
it.
The hardness of the butter is proportional to the softness of the
bread.
The severity of the itch is proportional to the reach.
To steal ideas from one person is·
plagiarism ; to steal from many is
research .
To succeed in politics, it is often
necessary to rise above your principles.
Two wrongs are only the beginning.
You never really learn to swear
until you learn to drive.
The problem with the gene pool
is that there is no lifeguard.
Monday is an awful way to spend
!17th of your life.
The sooner you fall behind, the
more time you' II have to catch up.
A clear conscience is usually the
sign of a bad memory.
If you must choose between two
evils, pick the one you've never
tried before.
Change is inevitable ... except from
vending machines.
Don't sweat petty things ... or pet
sweaty things.
A fool and his money are soon
partying.
Money can't buy love. But it CAN
rent a very close imitation.
Plan to be spontaneous tomorrow.
Always try to be modest. And be
damn proud of it!
If you think nobody cares about
you, try missing a couple of

payments.
How many of you believe in telekinesis? Raise my hands.
Attempt to get a new car for your spouse- it' II be a great
trade!
Drugs may lead to nowhere, but at least it's the scenic route.
I'd kill for a Nobel Peace Prize.
Everybody repeat after me ... "We are all individuals."
Death to all fanatics!
Guests who kill talk show hosts ... on the last Geraldo.
Chastity is curable, if detected early.
Don't be sexist; broads hate that!
Love may be blind, but marriage is a real eye-opener.
Hell hath no fury like the lawyer of a woman scorned .
Bills travel through the mail at twice the speed of checks.
Hard work pays off in the future . Laziness pays off now .
Eagles may soar, but weasels aren't sucked into jet engines.
Borrow money from pessimists - they don't expect it back .
Beware of geeks bearing gifts .
Half the people you know are below average.
99 percent of lawyers give the rest a bad name.
42.7 percent of all statistics are made up on the spot.
A conscience is what hurts when all your other parts feel
so good.
If at first you don't succeed, then skydiving definitely isn't
for you.

-
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Lifts little essays
Attica, Ohio
Upon the Wings
of Morning

a hometown story
an essay
by Denise Graham Zahn
Poised in quiet repose she sits watching
passing of time as one generation begets
other within the safety of her anns.
tively she watches as the transient black wheels of progress move into and out of her
portal gates- stopping only for a moment to see, perhaps, but not feel.
That is my hometown of Attica, Ohio, if I may be so bold as to call her that because
actually my home was located five miles southeast of Attica. We, I mean my parents,
sister, brother and I, only lived there four years - the years when I attended Attica High
School, fell in love and married. Even then her anns stretched wide in all directions reaching beyond her bounds to grasp my heart.
"The Square" is located precisely at the intersection of U.S. 224 and S.R. 4. From
there she has magnanimously guided the way for many truckers enroute west to Chicago and east to Akron, Youngstown, and even the mountains of Pennsylvania. She has
seen many a summer tourist heading north for a day of fun at Lake Erie, the African
Safari or Cedar Point. And just 80 miles south of her borders lies Ohio's capital city of
Columbus.
Attica is small- not so small as some towns - but still, she has only one stop light
(two if you count the one that jauntily winks its amber eye at you, except during school
hours when she commands that you stop). Attica has all she needs to survive, though a corner drug store, Decker's Furniture, a bank, Heimlich's Ice Cream stand, a truck
stop, a grocery store- and a funeral home. One never need leave her doors, if wannth
is what you're after. Indeed, many have remained to raise their children as they were
raised .
I took the truckers' route westward to Chicago, but for me, Attica, Ohio and my home in
the country hold many precious memories. In truth, though I left her many years agoshe reaches for me yet.

Haiku
Without harmony

My Priscilla Room

The tune wanders aimlessly

an essay
by Denise Graham Zahn

Seartbing for a song.

Approaches golden Helios
Upon the Wings of Morn
Resplendent saffron optimist
Inspiriting the dawn.
Prospectus of meridian
On Wings swift to convey
The harbinger of evensong
to yet another day.

My Friend

Untitled
Thundering herds

Roiling across the land
Destroying aU that lies in their path
Those cats in my front room

An essay
by Denise Graham Zahn
The heavens would woo her for her eyes alone. Penetrating blue, they are, wide and
wistful. The eyes are set in a wedge-shaped face, now creased with dark furrows crossing the brow. With lightness each foot-step glides, as though the air supports her body,
no longer lithe and strong. A slight leaning to the right, and a cocking of her head to the
right are the only visible clues of a stroke she suffered several years ago. She would not
speak of it, however, ifyou asked her.
She adjusts. An aura of grace surrounds her. She speaks, and those around her lend
their ears, so not to miss the melody. In gentleness she moves- knowing that no hann
will come to her. Her trust runs deep, and who would dare betray it? A clever manipulator, she is, with the wisdom age has given her. She is not so old, though, that she shuns
a frequent romp. I think that is how she has kept her vibrance and vitality.
More than anything she is a friend from whom I could not bear to part. She is a
jewel, a treasure, a pearl of great price, who came to be my friend in the guise of a cat.

Streetcar

Fictionalized autobiography of fictional character, Blanche, from "A Streetcar Named
Desire," in preparation for portrayal
by Denise Graham Zahn

My high school years were spent living in a fannhouse in rural north central Ohio.
Those years and that two-story house hold many memories for me. Even now I can
picture my hand on the newel post of the oak wood stairway banister leading up to the
bedroom, which was my sister's and mine. In particular, I remember that bedroom.
The doorway into the room was on the east wall toward the southern corner opposite
the doorway was a window which overlooked the front yard. Our twin beds were separated by a window on the north wall. Across from that were two small closets at either
end of the south wall with a small alcove between them .
On the windows were white priscilla curtains. My mother always seemed to have
priscilla curtains. They gave the room a dainty, delicate look - an ethereal appearance
when the sun shone through them. It was a bright room, as those curtains allowed much
sunlight in. In good weather the opened windows let the fresh breeze in as well. Even the
walls seemed close to nature. They were covered with a million tiny yellow flowers on a
white wallpaper background. During stonns the room became God's drum as the tin roof
rattled and rippled above us.
More than anything I remember the alcove. The previous description of its location
belies its significance to me. It was mystical, or perhaps mythical. The depth was about
three feet (the same as the closets it separated). The width was about four feet. Set back
in the alcove was our vanity, an old dresser with a mirror attached to it. The dresser was
painted white with springish yellow knobs adorning it. The alcove was rimmed, as could
be expected, with white priscillas. It was an illusion from a fairytale. The "alcove"- it
even sounds like something from a story book.
Looking out of the room from the northern window, I could see the remnant of an
orchard. What was left were dead trees overgrown by a tangled web of stickery brush.
My mother spent my hours bringing that orchard back to life. Beyond the orchard was a
farm field, and further north was a creek which flowed in a southwesterly direction. The
other window opened to the front yard on the west. There were a number of large trees in
the front, and many birds considered these their homes. When the windows were open,
the birds noisy chirping was in inevitable alann clock in the mornings. The front yard
was deep. At the point where the yard met the road were two very large lilac bushes on
either side of a gravel drive. A typical rural mailbox stood on a post just off the road. On
that road traveled the yellow school bus which took me to and from school during those
years. It is yet a vivid picture in my mind's eye.
Those years, that house, and especially the view of my room and from my room made
a strong impression on me. Even now I love bright, sunny rooms and priscilla curtains.
Perhaps the actual influence was my mother and not the room, but that room embodies
for me a statement on life. Everything I seek, all my dreams, are interwoven with my
perception and recollection of that room and what it meant to me.

White Woods - that's my name in French. Isn't it lovely? It brings to mind an
orchard in spring. I come from French Huguenot extraction. My actual name is Blanche
DuBois. My home is Belle Reve, a plantation in Laurel, Mississippi. It was my home,
until recently, that is. So many things have happened. Belle Reve was part of my family
for hundreds of years. It was a way of life for me, but now it is lost. Belle Reve is gone
from me.
They're all dead now. One by one everyone dear to me died, or as with Stella, left.
The debts I inherited from my great-grandfather to my father were too much for a lone
school teacher to pay, but I tried. I did try. I wasn't brought up for this. It wasn't the life
I wanted or expected. At 16, I was in love. Allan was poetic, gentle, and vulnerable. I
loved him so. He was my life, but he was drowning. I wasn't able to save him, either.
Why doesn't life turn out as we expect? What do they expect of me? I tried. Oh,
Allan! I hurt you, and you are gone. What was left for me after that? Who was there to
fill the need? So young we were, and I so love you . Now I have only the whisper of a
tune to haunt me - "Varsouviana." Such a gay song to bring such sadness.
My years went with you. On September 15, I'll be 30. I still have my dreams.
Something will turn up. I've fooled them all so far. They took Belle Reve, but I'm still
here. You are gone, but I'm still here searching. So many places I've sought to find a
love that would fill me as yours did. My needs are great. What do those at the Flamingo
Hotel know of my life? They have no inkling of the gentle ways of a gentle life. I do.
They know nothing, and I'll not stoop to tell them. I'll take what I can, though. I'm still
attractive. I haven't gained an ounce in I 0 years. I take care to look my best. I like soft,
filtering lights. They show me to my best advantage. Isn't that true oflife? Isn't it better
through filtered tight?
Truth ... Their truth is not my truth. I speak the truth as it should be, as it should have
been. I never succumbed to what they see as "truth." I maintained my integrity. How can
they not understand? That is what counts. My integrity is intact! Those men were nothing. They took nothing from me. They reassured my faltering ego, and I needed that. I
still need that. I need someone! Mitch needed someone. Why couldn't it be?
How could this have happened? I should not be in the squalor of the French Quarter.
If Stella and I could open a shop, perhaps we could regain what we had - Belle Reve.
My "little" sister, Stella. Stella for Star! I came to take care of her. Didn't I? She needs
me now that she's having a baby. What a place to bring up a child. I cannot comprehend
how she can tolerate, let alone love, this brute of a man or this place.
I have friends, though. I've recently heard from an old beau- Shep Huntleigh. He
will help me out. That old streetcar named Desire might go nowhere - but Blanche
DuBois will. Won't she?
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The Hand o Nature

Billie's little blue tatoo This Homework Crap
by Ted Spaniak
is Killing Me
Down at a bar called the Six-point Star
There's a lady whose a lot of fun
Her name is Billie and she's half chilly
but the other half is hot as the sun
Serving up drinks and saying what she
thinks
and talking like the girl next door
But buy her a shot and then what you've
got
is all you can handle and more
And if you hang around and like to pound
'em down
and she really gets to know you
She'll take you in the back where the wine
is on the rack
And that's where she's going to show you
Everyone agrees that whatever they see
is something totally new
And no one's ever seen the same thing
twice
In Billie's little blue tatoo
Some people laugh and some people cry
And some just shake their heads
Other get profound or don't make a sound
and stare at the air instead
Well I couldn't figure out what the fuss
was all about
So when my chance finally came
I admit I leered when the blue appeared
And since then I haven't been the same
And if you hand around and likt: to pound
'em down
and she really gets to know you
She'll take you in the back where the wine
is on the rack
And that's where she's going to show you
Everyone agrees that whatever they see
is something totally new
And no one's ever seen the same thing
twice
In Billie's little blue tatoo

by Shelly Galason
This homework crap is killing me.
I just don't know what's wrong.
I've been out of school for twenty years,
I'm tired of hearing this song .....
"My report is due tomorrow,
Mom,"l'm told when I'm just about
dead ...
"Think you can type it up for me?
I gotta get to bed .. "
Or... "l need six dozen copies made ..
before dawn's early light.."
"Think you can find a copy machine ..
at eleven thirty at night?"
And thank heaven for 24-hour foodstores,
that stock from soup to nuts;
and poster board , and paint, and glue
for the forgotton collage of King Tut.
I've re-read all of"Spocks" books ..
and no-where does it say ..
"you'll be doing homework forever,
or at least 'til that last graduation day."
And when the report cards do come home,
I've searched from cover to cover;
but nowhere did I find a grade ..
for homework help from mother....
I've learned of the journeys of Columbus,
and the makings of pottery clay ...
And I'm sure I'll graduate with highest
honors ..
In Heaven some wonderful day ..
Yep. when I approach Saint Peter,
on those "pearly gates" they'll paint;
"IN PAYMENT FOR ALL THAT
HOMEWORK HELP, MOM,
WE'VE MADE YOU INTO A SAINT!

September Sanity
by Shelly Galeson
The gas tank's on empty.
The stores are all closed.
The rollerblades are sitting unused
The telephone's not ringing.
The T.V is quiet.
The doorbell's not being abused.
Your house stays nice and clean now.
The refrigerator stays full.
The towels are dry and folded neat.
Your account's overdrawn.
Your credit's extended;
but they have NIKES on their feet.

by Denise Graham Zahn

VOTE
for the Student
Senate Candidates
of your choice on
Nov. 10, 11 and 12.
They represent
your voice in the
university.

The Exedrin's unopened.
Your wine bottle stays full.
You don't seem to need them at all.
Your're strangely too calm now.
You're much too relaxed.
It's September; the season? It's Fall!
What's going on here?
Why aren't you hearing,
"Mom, I'm bored ... there's nothing to
do."
A devilish smile crosses your face,
as you think you've spotted a club.
A big yellow bus roars down the street.
. The young driver is smug and cool.
You raise your eyes skyward ....
There is a God!
The kids have gone back to school.
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Meet the Student Senate Candidates

PHOTOPINION

I would like to see the allowance for the enrollment of freshmen and sophomores so all surrounding community colleges would be put out of business.
Matt Lake is a transfer student from Michigan
State. He is pursing a master's degree in environmental biology. He is running for Student Sentate in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Lake said that what drove him to run for Student
Senate were questions like "Why the Hell doesn't that
work?" and "Why is it like that?" Lake is especially
aware that the science department needs equipment
and F Wing "looks like a garage sale." We need to
invest in aesthetics." Lake said that he heard so many
complamts that "in finally had to do this (run for Student Senate).

Paul
Stovall

Frances
Bradley

Matt
Lake

I would move the Student Life and Student
enate offices to a central location. Thus, these
offices would be where students could walk by
and say "hello," ask questions or bring in issues.
Because these offices are by the pool area, some
students don't even know that we exist; in fact,
some don't even know the building exists.
Frances Bradley, president of the Student Senate, is
pursuing a bachelor's degree in psychology. She is running for a student-at-large position.
Bradley said if students have a stake in an issue,
they should be involved. There are 85 positions on campus that students can hold, she said.
"It is expected that we serve and give input. .. Students should be involved in anything and everything
that moves," she concluded.

WANTED
A few good candidates
to work for
The INNOVATOR
next trimester
You can earn credits while you
gain valuable experience.
Invest in yourself by
investing some time gaining experience a
prospective employer will appreciate.

We need two com.qitted layout l'eople,
plus writers, copy
ton and sales reps.
Call Denise a
tension 4517

I'd make GSU a bigger and better place for all.
Paul Stovall is a transfer student from Chicago
State University. He is seeking a bachelor's degree
through the B.O.G. program.
Stovall said he is the first generation male seeking a degree in his family. "I am very excited about
being at GSU," he said. "This summer I fell in love
with GSU ... I believe I can make an impact, so I
decided to run for Student Senate. I wanted to give
something back. I am proud to be a member of the
GSU campus.
"But there was something missing when I came
here - a friendly face or someone to lend a helping
hand. There should have been a student assisting at
registration ... I'll try to be there for new students. "
Leaders should be more visible and more accountable to the population, Stovall concluded.

~adioShack
Proud Supporter of

Students in·Free
Enterprise
We are excited to see what's in store for your SIFE
team this year! Your hard work will take you to the
RadioShack offers Full- and Part-time opportunities with flexible hours.
top!
For more information, please contact:
Wendy Tarmon
Regional Employment Manager
200 W. 22nd St., #261
Lombard, IL 601 48
(630) 916-7065
Fax: (630) 916-71 86
Equal Opportunity/Affirmat ive Action Employer
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Question: If you could wave a magic wand
and change one thing about GSU, what would
it be?

Dominick
Kuczwara
I'd let everyone know that the black top
surface at the main entrance is not a sidewalk; I
really dread the idea of someday hitting someone
with my car.
Dominick Kuczwara has been a Student Senator for
two y ar and vice president of the Student Senate for a
year. He just completed his undergraduate studies in the
Criminal Justice Department at GSU and is now working
on a master's degree in Public Admini tration. Kuczwara
is running for a student-at-large position.
Kuczwara said "Students don't realize they're very
important to this university ... Serving on committees
should be a big part of being a student. It builds leadership and negotiation skills," he said. Many students don't
know how or who to voice their ideas and concerns to.
The Student Senate "welcomes ideas," he said. Each
Senator has an e-mail address, in addition to the Student
Senate voice mail.

Walter
Henne

LeRoy
Schmidt

I would increase even further the variety of courses
and time slots to accommodate more students.

I think the university could use a major
remodeling -- new carpet, paint, new classrooms
and professors' offices.

Walter Henne received his undergraduate degree in biology and is now pursuing a graduate degree in analytical chemistry. He is seeking a position as student-at-large or in the

LeRoy Schmidt, absent from the forum, is completing a
B.A. in the B.O.G. program and will pursue an M.B.A. beginning next summer. Schmidt said he is running for Student
Senate to bring his vast experience in political organizations,
real estate and construction to the governing body. He said
that he believes he can be of benefit to the students and the
university through his experience with local, state and federal
officials.

College of Arts and Sciences. Henne said the role of a student
leaders is to "amplify student's concerns... to be a voice for
people who don't have time to stand up for themselves." Student Senators, he said, should tackle tough issues and be advocates of students. One of Henne's concerns is the lack of
any pay telephones or a copier machine accessible to students
in F wing. There are 12 pay phones scattered around the rest
ofGSU, but none in that area.

JI\JI\ected
United Parcel Service has part-time
loader and unloader positions available.

+ $8/Hour
+ No Weekend Work
+ 3-5 Hours Per Day (Mon-Fri)
+ Comprehensive Medical Package
+ Stock Participation
+ Employee Owned Company
Call toll free 1 ·888·4UPS·JOB
-7562 Access code. 4409
24 hours a day - 7 days a week
1~7

Locations: Hodgkins/Willow Springs (1-55 & 1-294) Addison,
Palatine, Northbrook & Westmont

I
Authorzed Cellular Dealer

~

I

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~ ~!~o~~!!~!~!~ITI
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Continued from page 6

ClASSIFIED ADS

"Down Under"
describe a person that is "an over talkative bore!"
Muchnil\. went on to say, "Something truly magical takes place when people from opposite
ends of the world are joking with each other and talking about ducks and hamburgers, in
addition to sharing a genuine educational experience." The students often engage in impromptu
games, quizzes, jokes and non-sense discussions . These students may be physically placed a
world apart, but on the notice board, it is like they are best fiiends,seated across from each other
in the same room.
The educational value of writing and preparing a debate is tremendous, but the true reward
is the fact that students, on opposite sides of the world, are communicating with each other. It's
sort of like an international unity. The students don't think of it as two separate classes, but
rather as one class, that just happens to be located almost on two different sides of the world.
For the benefit of the faculty that was present, Muchnik discussed sabbatical survival skills.
He discussed the amount of time that it takes to prepare for such a journey. "It is extremely
important to establish solid contacts with people in the country you will be visiting, and it is a
good idea to have someone over there that is working on your behalf," he said. The professor
briefly touched upon the technical preparations that needed to be made for the nature of the
work that he was doing. It was important for Muchnik to stay in contact with GSU, and he did
this through the use of a high powered lap top computer. He explained the importance of
making sure to have the proper equipment to run the electronic products that are brought to
another country. There are special connectors that are needed to compensate for the difference
in electrical current In addition, it is important to know what internet server you will be using
and how you will link up with it while you are overseas. One will more than likely use a guest
account, and it is important to set preferences.
Muchnik recorded several audio reports while he was in Australia. These digital audio
recordings were edited on a computer and sent back to the United States for broadcast, or rather
"webcast"overthe Webtide Page, in conjunction with the GSU LincolnNet Project. During the
presentation, the extraordinary capabilities of the project were demonstrated. One was able to
look at a color photograph of a professor from Australia while listening to a crystal clear audio
recording of that professor speaking. Muchnik recorded several of these interviews with various Australian educators, and they are available for GSU students to experience. It is a fun and
exciting way to have a genuine multimedia experience at the computer. Ifyou'd like to access
the site on the computers in the Academic Computing Lab, go to Netscape, and then use the
following address: http://www.LincolnNetnet/webtide/ (It really works, I tried it) The Webtide
Home Page will appear, and the rest is self explanatory. Students can choose several options,
including a variety of photographs and original audio clips from Australia,with more clips
being added soon. You will hear broadcasts narrated by Muchnik as well as interviews with
prominent people from Australia.
After all the technology talk, there were more important things to touch upon, such as a
brief history of the country and the wonderful things that are found there. The audience was
treated to actual footage that was taken on Muchnik's "Australian Adventure." The images of
people, architecture, natural landscape and animals captivated the audience. The beautiful
architecture of the cities of Adelaide and ydney was profiled and the unique structuring of the
world famous opera house was one of the many highlights."
Australia is often referred to as the "land down under'' because of its geographic location,"
said Muchnik. Australia is the only continent located beneath, or "down under" the equator,
with the exception of Antarctica.
Muchnik closed the presentation by engaging in a question and answer session with the
audience. If anyone has additional questions about Australia, the MCOM 740 Debates, or
the Webtide home page, they can contact Dr. Mel Muchnik at extension 4095.
Karen Piejko will present ''Leapin' Lizards! What's It All About? A History and
Analysis of a Media Creation" on Thursday, Nov. 13 in Room D 2443 at 3 p.m.
Piejko's graduate thesis is the history of "Little Orphan Annie," and her presentation
includes song and dance. Piejko invites the GSU community to attend.
See Karen Piejko's story on Australia in the Nov. 17 edition of The
INNOVATOR in the "New of the World" section.

FOR SALE
GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes from pennies on
$1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo's. REO's . Your
Area. Toll Free (I) 800218-9000 Ext. H-3276 for
current listings.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNnY
Work at home! "Homebased business" I 0-15
hours a week around your
schedule. Earn part-time
$500-$1500 'mo. up to
$2000-$6000 + full time.
Full training provided! For
information and a "free"
work at home booklet, call
(7080 755- WORK and ask
for Ann.
Can you lose 20 lbs. by
Christmas? Yes! Call now
and ask how! (708) 755LOSS, ask for Ann.

your

CLASSIFIED AD IN

THE INNOVATOR

If you are a GSU student, advertise here free (see page 2 for explana·tion). Up to 25 words will be listed, but a copy of your GSU student
ID mus1 be included. All others, rate are 25¢ per word. Send in or
drop off ad and proper ID at "INNOVATOR" drop box in student life
or at the Innovator Office, Room A211 0. No 10, no free ad. Or,
FAX your ad (with proper ID if student) to: (708) 534-8953.

r----------------------~
Name
·
I
Address
I
City
State
Zip
I

SERVICES

WANTED
Excellent Extra Income
Now! Envelope Stuffing$600-$800 every week .
Free Details: SASE to International Inc., 1375 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn,
New York, 11230.
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! INDIVIDUALS
and GROUPS wanted to
promote SPRING
BREAK" Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS
AT 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com.
Pharmacy techs needed.
Must have high school
diploma. Will train. Call
Rosa (708) 755-0058.
Advertising sales person
needed for The
INNOVATOR. Call
Dianah (708) 534-3068 .

Free Cash Grants! College.
Scholarships . Business.
Medical bills . Never
Repay. Toll. Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. G-3276.
Expert word processing for
all academic papers. Fast
turnaround time. Call today ask for Cheryl 815469-6935.
Foreign students-visitors.
DV-1 Greencard Program
available. 1-800-773-8704
and (818) 882-9681.
Applications close Nov. 14

Attention all GSU students
and faculty who have
computer needs but are not
sure where to look. For
dependable service and low
prices. Call Karen at (815)
939-9027.

The Polygon Puzzles
by Dennis Thorn
Hi everyone. Today's puzzles are about the color red and French history. (The
French flag is one-third red.) Can you guess the significance ofilie\iatc March
9, 1796 in the second puzzle? Please stop by Student Development if you would
like a further explanation of any ofthe answers to the puzzles.
I. Four husband and wife couples were the only members of the GSU Red
Diamond Bridge Club. One afternoon these eight people met to play bridge.
Teams were formed so that no woman was the partner of her own husband and
each team had exactly one man and one woman. What was the most number of
teams that could have been formed?
A.6

B.8

C.IO

D.ll

2. Napoleon and Josephine were to meet at the GSU lagoon on March 9. 1796.
Each was to arrive at a random time between 1 and 2 p.m. No matter which
person arrives first, if the other person doesn't show up within 20 minutes, they
will leave and no meeting will take place. What are the odds that Napoleon and
Josephine will meet?
A. 50150

PLACE

HELP

B. Less than 50150

C. Greater than 50150

Famous Quotations
Know who said them?
I. To rejoice in conquest is to rejoice in murder.
B. Lao-Tsze
C. Plato
A. Socrates
2. The more acquisitions the government makes abroad,
the more taxes the people have to make at home.
B. Jefferson
C. Paine
A. Caesar
3. Fleas can be taught nearly anything that a Congressman
can.
A.M. Twain
C. B. Franklin
B. J. Adams

Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Amount Enclosed:$_ _ _ __
AD to read:

------------------------------------

ANSWERS: I. B 2. C. 3. A

Answers to the Polygon Puzzles
Are you a GSU Student? o yes o no If student, copy of student 10
enclosed? o yes 25 words maximum if student. If non student:
x 25¢ ea.=--------------number of words
If non-student, payment must .c:company ad for ad to appear.

I. E. 12. Each woman will form a team with three different men. Since
there are four different women, there will be four times three, or 12
different teams.
2. C. Greater than 50/50. The odds are five to four that they will meet.
March 9, 1796 was the day of their wedding.

